Abstract. If the arity of a maximal irreducible retractof an n-quasigroup M belongs to {3, . . . , n − 3}, then M is reducible.
where K and q are (n − j)-and j-quasigroups, η : [n] → [n] is a permutation, and 2 ≤ j ≤ n − 2. Note that all binary (as well as 1-ary and 0-ary) quasigroups can not be reducible by definition because 2 > n − 2 in this case. Remark 2. Defined as above, the reducibility property does not depend on the order of the arguments of a multi-quasigroup. Often (e. g. [5] ) by reducibility one means the more strict property, so-called (i, j)-reducibility, when η = (i, i + 1, ..., n, 1, 2, ..., i − 1). We observe this difference to avoid a misunderstanding. In our definition, the reducibility corresponds to the (i, j, η)-reducibility in [6] .
Two n-quasigroups Q, Q ′ : Σ n → Σ are called isotopic iff Q x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ⇔ Q ′ ρ 1 (x 1 ), . . . , ρ n+1 (x n+1 )
where ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n+1 : Σ → Σ are 1-quasigroups (i. e., permutations).
If an l-ary predicate K · is obtained by fixing n − l > 0 arguments in (n − 1)-quasigroup predicate M · , then K is, obviously, a well-defined (l−1)-quasigroup; this (l−1)-quasigroup is called a retract of M.
Our goal is to prove the following theorem. Theorem 1. Let M : Σ n−1 → Σ be an (n − 1)-quasigroup. Let K : If the maximal arity k of an irreducible retract of a given n-quasigroup belongs to {3, . . . , n − 3}, then the n-quasigroup is reducible. Remark 3. Indeed, the decomposition (2) exists for every reducible multi-quasigroup M and every maximal by inclusion irreducible retract K. More results on the structure of decomposition tree of a reducible multi-quasigroup can be found in [7] . Remark 4. 1) By numerical reasons [4] , almost all n-quasigroups of order 4 are irreducible with k = n − 1.
2) If |Σ| ≡ 0 mod 4, then there are irreducible 4-quasigroups with k = 3 = n − 2, e. g. the 4-quasigroup with the following value 3) For the other cases n > 5, k = 3 or k = n−2, the existence of irreducible n-quasigroups is an open question.
The results of this paper were announced in [8] .
2 Auxiliary statements.
The following two propositions are straightforward.
Proposition 2. Let the set M ′ : Σ m → Σ be an m-quasigroup, q be a function from Σ k to Σ, and the predicate M · is defined by
Then M is a well-defined (k + m − 1)-quasigroup if and only if q is a k-quasigroup. The next claim means that a reducible n-quasigroup can be represented as a superposition of retracts. As a corollary, these retracts uniquely define the multi-quasigroup. Proposition 3. Let c be a k-quasigroup, b be an l-quasigroup. Let
. Substituting these representations to (3), we can easily check it.
Corollary 2. Let C, and C ′ be k-quasigroups, b and b ′ be l-quasigroups. Suppose
3 Theorem proof.
.., x n ), we use the following notation:
and let k be the maximal number for which such retract exists. Without loss of generality we assume that
is reducible because k < n − 1. But its retract Kȳ obtained by fixing the last variable z := y i in L i;ȳ (i) · is not reducible. So, in any decomposition of L i;ȳ (i) x, z the variable z must be grouped with exactly one other variable. By Proposition 1 we have (4) anywhere.
Proposition 5. All the retracts Kȳ x def ⇐⇒ M x,ȳ ,ȳ ∈ Σ m are pairwise isotopic and thus are not reducible; i. e.,
where ρ 1 y ,. . . ,ρ k y are permutations Σ → Σ. P r o o f . We prove the proposition by induction on the number of nonzero elements in y. The base of induction is K0 · ⇔ K · . For the induction step it is sufficient to prove that
′′ is a permutation, and Kȳ′ is irreducible by the inductive hypothesis.
Note thatȳ
. We see that (6) holds with ρ(·) =q i;ȳ ′(i) (q i;ȳ ′(i) (·, y i ), 0).
Our goal is to show that each of the permutations ρ 1 y ,. . . ,ρ k y in (5) essentially depends on its own group of parameters fromȳ and these groups are pairwise disjoint.
P r o o f . Fixing z := 0 in (4) and applying Proposition 5, we find that for each i and
Proposition 7. In Proposition 6 the index j does not depend onȳ (i) , i. e., j = j(i).
P r o o f . Assume the inverse, i. e., there exist i, y ′(i) and y ′′(i) such that j
. Without loss of generality we can assume that j ′ = 1 and j ′′ = 2. So, (8)) and is not reducible. By Proposition 5 (taking
is reducible because (9) gives its decomposition (here we use the condition k ≥ 4). We get a contradiction.
Now we see that the function j(i) divide all y-variables into k groups, where each group corresponds to an x-variable. The next proposition is very important; it means that if we replace some x-variable (say, x 2 ) by some y-variable (say, y i ′′ ) from its group, then the groups will not change. If k = n − 2, then the proposition does not work, and M can be irreducible, see the example in Remark 4.
, t = 2, ..., k are 2-and 1-quasigroups. P r o o f . By Propositions 6, 7 each retract with variables x 1 , w, x 3 , ..., x k is isotopic to K and thus is not reducible. But each retract with variables v, x 1 , w, x 3 , ..., x k is reducible and has a representation of type K ...o(·, v)... , by Proposition 6. Assume that the representation differs from (10), i. e., looks like
Recall that for retracts with variables v, x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k and w, x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k we have the decompositions
Each retract with variables v, x 1 , w, x 2 , x 3 , ..., x k is also reducible because k + 2 < n (here we use the condition k < n − 2). It is straightforward that every form of decomposition of such (k + 2)-quasigroup do not agree with (11) or (12), i. e., in any case we can derive (fixing some variables) that K is reducible. We get a contradiction. 
and Theorem 1. So, Theorem 1 is a partial case of the following proposition, which will be proved by induction.
P r o o f . Propositions 6 and 7 imply that the claim holds for |h| = 1. Let this be the induction base.
Assume the claim holds for |h| = b. Let us show that it holds for h = g ⊆ [m] where
without loss of generality. By the inductive hypothesis for
where quasigroups p 
Changing the variables as
Since, by (14), the left part is equivalent to M x,ȳ , we have (13) with h = g, (17) Setting w := 0 in (17) and (16), we find thatM x,ȳ (i ′′ ) #0 ⇔ M x,ȳ (i ′′ ) #0 . On the other hand, setting v := 0 in (17) and (9), we getM x,ȳ (i ′ ) #0 ⇔ M x,ȳ (i ′ ) #0 . Taking into account the representation (10), we see by Corollary 2 (with α = x 1 ,β = v, δ = x 3 ,γ = w) that M x,ȳ ⇔M x,ȳ .
